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Our Designs
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IN THE
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FRIENDS, IN THE NEW
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DURABILITY AND EASE OF
CLEANING ARE ESSENTIAL
OR ATTRACTION IS
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FAIRFACTS
ACCESSORIES

CHINA
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CHINESE BALL ROOM

Designed and Executed for E. R. Merriman, Esq.
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Irving & Casson — A. H. Davenport Co.  H. D. Sleeper, Associate
THREE VIEWS OF
VIRGIN AND CHILD

Designed and Executed by

Irving & Casson—A. H. Davenport Co.
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CHAVENAGE MANOR HOUSE
NORTHEAST CHIMNEY
THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF ENGLAND DURING THE TUDOR PERIOD

Illustrated in a series of Photographs & Measured Drawings of Country Mansions and Manor Houses & With Details

BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS MCMXXIII
GREAT CRESSINGHAM MANOR HOUSE
GREAT SNORING RECTORY. FROM THE SOUTHEAST
THE LEY—WEBLEY, DETAILS
FORD'S HOSPITAL, COVENTRY. DETAILS OF WEST ELEVATION
LITTLE MORETON HALL  THE ENTRANCE FROM THE SOUTHEAST
GRIMSHAW HALL, FROM SOUTHEAST

THROWLEY OLD HALL, STAFFORDSHIRE

THE DEANERY, WELLS, SOMERSETSHIRE

BAY WINDOWS
COMPTON WYNYATES MANOR HOUSE. SOUTHWEST FRONT
SUTTON PLACE, GUILDFORD. WINDOWS FROM WEST WING TOWARDS COURTYARD
SOUTH-WRAXALL MANOR HOUSE
WILTSHIRE

SECTION DETAILS OF ORIEL, WINDOW DETAIL OF SOUTHWEST FRONT AND GATEHOUSE
"GREAT SIR HUGH'S," GREAT BADDOW. DETAILS OF ENTRANCE FRONT
OCKWELLS MANOR HOUSE. THE EAST FRONT
Room on Upper Floor of House, Norwich.
Now destroyed.

Upper Chamber from House, Bermondsey, Surrey.
Now destroyed, from a sketch by J.C. Buckler R.I.B.
THE MANOR HOUSE EAST BARSHAM, NORFOLK.

DETAILS OF FIRST FLOOR WINDOWS SOUTH TOWER

DETAIL OF GROUND FLOOR WINDOWS SOUTH TOWER

STRING COURSE SOUTH FRONT

DETAILS OF THE SOUTH FRONT
THE HALL OF THE BUTCHERS' GUILD, HEREFORD
HEREFORD TOWN HALL. NO LONGER EXISTING.
NEVILLE HOLT, LEICESTERSHIRE. BAY WINDOW DETAILS
STONE CHIMNEY STACKS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES

MARTOCK STET

CHIPPING NORTON OXFORDSHIRE

VICAR'S CLOSE WELLS STREET

HENGRANE HALL SUFFOLK

TOLLER FRANTHAM DORSET

BRICK CHIMNEY STACKS

LITTLE BRAXTED ESSEX

NORWAN COURT HANTS

LEEDS CASTLE KENT

HALNACKER SUSSEX
COMPTON-WYNNATES MANOR HOUSE.
A. FROM CENTRE OF TOWER.
B. N.E. CORNER OF TOWER.
C. EAST OF TOWER.

PLAN STACK A.

SCALE OF VITRUS FOR ALL ELEVATIONS AND PLANS.

STOSYTH'S PRIORY, ESSEX.
BRICK CHIMNEY STACKS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

Hampton Court Palace, North Side.
Thorpland Hall, Norfolk.

CAPITALS PLAN, BAEKES.
TELEPHOTOGRAPH OF SMALLER GABLE

DETAIL OF CARVING FROM ANOTHER GABLE.

TIMBER GABLES ON WEST SIDE.

RUTHALL, NEAR ROSS, HEREFORDSHIRE.
MELFORD PLACE, SUFFOLK.

WALTHAM, ESSEX.

BISHOPS PALACE, NORWICH.

PANELLED ROOM FROM WALTHAM, ESSEX—NOW IN THE S.K. MUSEUM.

CARVED OAK PANELLING.
CARVED OAK PANELS
EXAMPLES OF OAK PANELLING FROM VARIOUS SOURCES

THE WILDHALL, LAVENHAM.

JOHN CVRAT'S HOUSE, NORWICH.

LYTES CARY MANOR HOUSE, SOMERSET.

CAPPING AT A.

ANOTHER PATTERN AT A.

FEET COLUMNS.

CAPPING AT A.

DETAILED AT B.

CAPPING AT D.

SCALE OF INCHES FOR ALL ILLUSTRATIONS.

CAPPING AT C.

SCALE OF FEET FOR ALL ELEVATIONS.

CAPPING AT D.

SCALE OF INCHES FOR ALL INSCRIBED DETAILS.

DETAILED AT E.

STRANGER'S HALL, NORWICH.

MELCOMBE MORSBY, DORSET.
LYDIATE HALL, LANCs.

INTERIOR OF HALL SHOWING COVE.

THE WHOLE OF THE MEDIEVAL WALLS OF THE HALL WERE PROBABLY PANELLED ORIGINALY BUT IT HAS ALL DISAPPEARED AND NOTHING OF INTEREST REMAINS.

THE TREADER ARCHWAY WHICH OPENED INTO THE ORIEL ROOMS ON THE ORIEL FLOOR HAS BEEN COMpletely DESTROYED.

CARVING ON BEAM AT B.

CARVING ON BEAM AT A.

OAK RIBS AND BOSSES ON COVE.

DETAIL OF BOSS.

CORNICE BEHIND COVE.

SCALE FOR DETAILS.
CLEAR SPAN OF ROOF 23' 10"
SIX PRINCIPALS IN LENGTH OF
HALL ABOUT 10' 6" C-C

RUFFORD OLD HALL
LANCASHIRE

WEARE GIFFORD
MANOR HOUSE. DEVON.

CLEAR SPAN OF ROOF
BY ' 4". PRINCIPALS ABOUT
3' 8" CENTRE TO CENTRE.
ONE OF WOLSEY'S ROOMS.

WATCHING CHAMBER.

WOLSEY'S ROOM, shown above.

CARDINAL WOLSEY'S ROOMS.

PLASTER CEILINGS FROM HAMPTON COURT PALACE.
CEILINGS WITH WOOD RIBS FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

DETAIL OF RIBS.

WOOD CEILING PREBENDAL HOUSE, EXETER.

SCALE OF FEET FOR ALL PLANS

LAYER MARNEY HALL, ESSEX.

HALNAKER, SUSSEX.

PLASTER CEILINGS WITH WOOD RIBS.

DETAIL OF RIBS

CYPSP POINTS

KEY PLAN OF CEILING.

CEILING FORMERLY IN PALACE YARD, WESTMINSTER.
LYTE'S CARY
SOMERSET

PERPECTIVE SKETCH

DETAIL AT A

DETAIL AT B

PART PLAN

SCALE OF FEET FOR PLANS

PART PLAN

DETAIL OF MIST

DETAIL OF MIST CORNERS ROOM

DETAIL OF MIST CENTRE FLUE OF WALL

RIBBED PLASTER CEILINGS
STONE CHIMNEY PIECES FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

DETAIL OF SPANDRIL.

DETAIL AT A.

BREDE PLACE, SUSSEX.

LEVEL OF REAIGHT.

DETAIL AT B.

LEVEL OF REAIGHT.

DETAIL AT C.

JOHN CVRAT'S HOUSE, NORWICH.

DOLPHIN INN, NORWICH.

DETAILS OF SPANDRILS.

LEEDS CASTLE, KENT.

DETAI AT D.

LEVEL OF REAIGHT.

Scole of in'RT FOR ALL ELEVATIONS.
EXAMPLES OF STONE AND WOOD CHIMNEY PIECES.

BISHOP'S PALACE, WELLS, SOMERSET.

ARCHBISHOP'S PALACE, MAIDSTONE.

DETAIL OF SPANDRIL AT A.

LINTEL FROM SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX.

OAK LINTEL, IGHTHAM, KENT.
EXTERNAL DOORS.

ELEVATION OF DOOR NOW IN ST. CLEMENT'S NORWICH.

ELEVATION. EASTBURY HOUSE. ESSEX.

ELEVATION. LEWES, SUSSEX.

ELEVATION.

STOP TO DOOR FRAME LANGLEY, KENT.

ELEVATION. GREAT SIR HUGHES'S GT. BADDOW ESSEX.

CHANTMARLE. DORSET.

RIBS ONE THIRD FULL SIZE.

DETAILS ONE QUARTER FULL SIZE.
EXAMPLES OF WROUGHT IRON
EXAMPLES OF LEAD GLAZING.

OXBROUGH HALL, NORFOLK.

OCKWELLS MANOR HOUSE, HEREFORD.

BOUGHTON MALHERBE.

LITTLE MORETON HALL, CHEMIRE.

GAWSWORTH HALL, CHESHIRE.

BRAMHALL HALL, GLYNN COURT, SURREY.

DUNSTER, SOMERSET.

VPTON COURT, BERKSHIRE.

CROSCOME, SOMERSET.

HAMPTON COURT, MIDDLSEX.

BROCKHAMPTON, MESSMORE.
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Makepeace Service Is Unexcelled
Prompt, Efficient and Always At Your Command

Blue Printing Black Line Prints
Blue Print Papers and Cloth

Drafting Material Artists’ Supplies

Manufacturer and Dealer in
Surveying Instruments

Scientific Instruments of all kinds properly Repaired

ENGRAVING

B. L. MAKEPEACE, Inc.
387 WASHINGTON STREET
394 BOYLSTON STREET
BOSTON
Established 1860

Burditt & Williams Company

Everything in Hardware to Construct and Equip a Building of the simplest or most elaborate style of Architecture

160 Federal Street Boston, Mass.

Telephone Congress 6690
OUR REPUTATION — ESTABLISHED BY THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF ACCURATE COMPLIANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND ARTISTS — IS YOUR BEST ASSURANCE THAT, IN PURCHASING HERE, YOU ARE SECURING THE INDubitably BEST

COMPLETE STOCKS OF DRAUGHTING ROOM SUPPLIES AND DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

THOROUGHLY EQUIPPED FOR PERFECT SERVICE AND QUALITY IN BLUE PRINTING

Spaulding-Moss Company
Boston, Massachusetts

Everything for the Draughtsman
Clients may make a personal selection from our complete display of Plumbing Fixtures set up as in actual use. We furnish goods for every type of building and are equipped to offer expert assistance in installation layouts.


BOSTON
50 to 60 Elm Street

LOWELL
Palmer and Middle Streets

Equal to Any Emergency

Pioneers in Fuel Oil Burning
With 25 Years’ Experience Back of Us

Day, Night and Sunday Service
You See Our Trucks Everywhere

“The Modern Fuel”

FUEL OIL BURNING EQUIPMENT
FOR
RESIDENCES—OFFICE BUILDINGS—POWER PLANTS

PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER COMPANY
NEW YORK BOSTON PROVIDENCE
100 Boylston Street
OTIS
FOR MORE THAN HALF A CENTURY
THE WORLD'S WORD FOR ELEVATOR SAFETY

Otis Elevator Company
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
Tryptich, Church of St. Michael and All Angels, Baltimore, Md.
W. B. Ritter, Architect
Carved by Andrew Dursly

William F. Ross & Company
East Cambridge, Massachusetts

Interior Woodwork    Fine Furniture    Carving and Plaster Work
Pulpit in the Church of St. Mary the Virgin, New York

Designed and carved under the direction of J. Kirchmayer

William F. Ross & Company

193 to 207 Bridge Street East Cambridge, Mass.
Emerson & Norris Company

The Material
The Organization

Cast Stone

The Service
The Reputation

BOSTON : MASSACHUSETTS

E. B. BADGER & SONS COMPANY

ROOFING
METAL DOORS COPPER BOILERS
METAL WINDOWS COPPER PANTRY SINKS
SHEET-METAL WORK WHITE METAL PANTRY SINKS

75 PITTS STREET BOSTON, MASS.
Simpson Bros. Corporation

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL OFFICES
77 SUMMER STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS APARTMENTS
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.

J. WILLIAMS BEAL SONS, Architects
Boston, Mass.
F. J. VAN EJTTEN CO., Contractors
Boston, Mass.

Penco
Kalamein Office Partitions
and Doors Throughout

PENN METAL COMPANY
65 FRANKLIN STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
PARK SQUARE BUILDING
Boston, Mass.

DENSMORE, LL CLEAR & ROBBINS, Architects
Boston, Mass.
W. A. & H. A. ROOT, Contractors
Boston, Mass.

Penco
Kalamein Doors and Frames
Kalamein Elevator Fronts
Tin Doors

PENN METAL COMPANY
65 FRANKLIN STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
F. S. PAYNE CO.
ELEVATORS

NEW HAVEN

TROY BROTHERS & COMPANY

Interior Marble Work

975 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
SPECIAL REFERENCE NUMBERS

BEGINNING in 1922, The Architectural Forum established a precedent in architectural publishing by devoting every third issue exclusively to one type of building. These are known as special Reference Numbers and during 1922 and 1923 six have been published as follows:

Schools  August, 1922
Hospitals  December, 1922
Country Houses  March, 1923
Banks  June, 1923
Industrial  September, 1923
Hotels  November, 1923

Each is a complete reference text book containing the most recent and up-to-date presentation by acknowledged authorities on designing, planning, equipping, and maintenance. Each is profusely illustrated with carefully selected exteriors, interiors and readable plans with graphic scales together with cubic foot costs representative of the best work in all sections of the country.

—— from the Journal, R.I.B.A.

In turning the pages of a recent issue of our esteemed English contemporary, the Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, we happened upon a review which epitomizes our editorial ambitions:

"This section of practice (hospital work) has been exemplified in a very remarkable degree in the December (1922) Number of The Architectural Forum, which is what is termed a Hospital Reference Number. Every sectional problem has been assembled and discussed in fifteen essays, voluminously illustrated and exhibiting a fine array of recent exteriors which are of remarkable and abiding interest and of real architectural value. This bulky quarter is set down in the midst of 150 pages of practical illustrated advertisements of hospital requirements of much interest and very subjective, and, apart from the subject matter under review, deserving of more than passing notice."

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
383 Madison Avenue, New York
Richardson
“Perfect”

The Complete Line for Heating and Cooking Requirements

No Ax to Grind

A manufacturer of all systems of heating and cooking naturally has no other reason for recommending any one method than the best interests of the client. Note the completeness of the Richardson line.

"Perfect" Cooking Ranges
For coal, gas, and coal and gas in combination

"Perfect" Enamel Ranges
Single and combination

Richardson Laundry and Tank Heaters
From 40 to 800 gallons capacity
Galvoxide Laundry Heaters—guaranteed to supply clean, hot water always

Richardson Garage Heating Systems
For single, double and community garages
Richardson

"Perfect"

The Culmination of More
Than Eighty Years' Experience

Vapor, Steam, Water
or Air
Richardson Boilers
Round and Sectional for steam
or hot water
Richardson Vapor-Vacuum
Pressure Systems
For residences, apartments and
other buildings
"Perfect" Furnaces
"Perfect" Positive, No. 900
Series
"Perfect" No. 200 Series
"Perfect" Low Construction
"Perfect" Pipeless

The advice and co-operation of un-
biased experts are always at your
service.

Richardson & Boynton Co.
60 High Street, Boston
W. G. CORNELL CO.

Engineers and Contractors

PLUMBING - HEATING - LIGHTING
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS
WATER SUPPLY

BOSTON
MASSACHUSETTS

New York
Chicago
Boston
Newark
Norfolk
Montreal

JOHN J. DOWNEY
New England Manager

CHARLES E. WORTH
Assistant Manager

Philadelphia
Washington
Baltimore
Cleveland
St. Louis
Kansas City
What white pigment is to the Painter

ATLAS WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT
IS TO THE ARCHITECT

Suppose the painter had to tone and shade his colors with a basic gray pigment. Would clear or true colors be possible?

In stucco, scrafitto and much other decorative architecture the same applies. Consider ATLAS White the basic pigment, making possible true, clear and permanent colors. Colored sands, mineral pigments or marble chips give endless variety of possible colors.

And added to this quality is permanence, for ATLAS White is a true Portland Cement, with all the strength and permanence of this material, building into stucco textures lasting beauty.

The adaptability of this material to different types of architecture, different moods of the individual architect, makes it as real a medium for artistic expression as the pigments on a Painter’s palette,—a fact which should not be overlooked when considering more utilitarian qualities of permanence and fire-safeness of ATLAS White.

The Atlas Portland Cement Company gladly supplies the architect with any information he wishes concerning the method of handling and applying ATLAS White.

THE ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
CHICAGO BIRMINGHAM INDEPENDENCE, KANS.
PHILADELPHIA BOSTON ST. LOUIS DEN MONTES
DAYTON OMAHA BUFFALO KANSAS CITY
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
FIRST PARISH CHURCH, Quincy, Mass.

Built about 1800

Decorated by

PENNELL, GIBBS & QUIRING COMPANY
203-205 Clarendon Street

Paris, Architect

Boston, Massachusetts
Faience Tile for All Purposes

GALASSI MOSAIC and TILE COMPANY, Inc.

BENNET and ASH STREETS, Boston

Roman and Venetian Mosaic, Ceramic Mosaic, Terrazzo
Interior Marble and Slate Work — Floor and Wall Tile
COMPLETE KITCHEN EQUIPMENTS
FOR
Hotels, Clubs and
Private Families

Operated by either
Coal, Gas, Steam
or Electricity

DUPARQUET, HUOT & MOINEUSE CO.
90 North Street, Boston, Mass.
NEW YORK CHICAGO

Edward F. Caldwell & Co., Inc.

Makers of
Gas and Electric Light
Fixtures

Ornamental Brass and Wrought Iron Work

36, 38, 40 West 15th Street
NEW YORK

CASPER RANGER
CONSTRUCTION CO.

of
HOLYOKE, MASS.

Contractors for All
Classes of Buildings

201 Devonshire Street
BOSTON, MASS.
Durable Freight Elevator Doors

RECORDS reveal that the first PEELLE Doors made fifteen years ago are still giving efficient and economical service. This is testimony of the durability of PEELLE Doors. And certainly this durability is one of the reasons why PEELLE Doors have been installed in prominent buildings all over the United States.

THE PEELLE COMPANY - Brooklyn, N.Y.
Boston : Chicago : Cleveland : Philadelphia : and 12 other cities

PEELLE Freight Elevator DOORS
Counterbalanced-Truckable
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON

Present Building and Annex. Plastered with King's Windsor Cement
R. Clipston Sturte, Architect, L. P. Stowe & Son Co., Contractors,
M. J. Grady & Son, Contracting Plasterers.

New Building Under Construction 1924. Being plastered with King's
Windsor Cement. York & Sawyer, Architects. Stone & Webster, Inc.,
Construction Engineers. James H. Boyle, Contracting Plasterer.

WHAT STRONGER ENDORSEMENT FOR KING'S WINDSOR CEMENT?
J. B. KING & COMPANY, New York
RUSSWIN

DISTINCTIVE HARDWARE

Since 1839

Garage of Frank W. Ferguson, of Cram & Ferguson, Boston, equipped throughout with RUSSWIN Garage Hardware

RUSSWIN Automatic-Locking Bolts and Door Holders

Hardware for your home—and garage—should give you now, and in the years to come, smooth, perfect, trouble-free service—the character of service that is built into every piece of hardware that bears the RUSSWIN trade mark. With the additional satisfaction which comes from the knowledge that Russwin Hardware is beautiful and harmonious in every detail of its design and finish.

Boston Representative of

RUSSWIN

RUSSELL & ERWIN

Chandler & Barber Co.

124 Summer Street

Boston, Mass.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE

THIS Bronze Drop Ring Handle was especially designed for and used on the outside bronze doors of the new John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company Building. Yale Locks and Finish Hardware for this building furnished complete by us.

J. B. HUNTER COMPANY
60 Summer Street
BOSTON : MASS.
Electrical Information for Architects

The broad scope of the Architect's service in recommending the best materials for many types of construction requires a constant source of up-to-date information on the products available.

The progress in the electrical industry has been marvelous. The General Electric Company, a pioneer in this work, has always maintained a policy of thorough test and approval before offering its products in the market, to the end that the G-E monogram may mean first of all—that the product it distinguishes is a practical, trustworthy device.

This company's advertisements now appearing in the leading Architectural and other business publications give important information about electrical equipment that goes into a modern building.

A complete catalog of the entire line of G-E wiring devices may be obtained for the asking. A ready guide to electrical equipment with Bulletin references may also be found in Sweet's Architectural and Engineering Catalogs.

G-E specialists connected with every district office of the company are at the command of architects wishing authoritative advice on all electrical matters.

General Electric Company Schenectady, N. Y.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
McCRAY REFRIGERATORS
For All Purposes

Plans and estimates on special equipment gladly furnished

McCRAV REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
105 Washington Street
Boston, Mass.
Telephone: Haymarket 3228

LALLY PATENT COLUMNS

Are specified by leading architects and engineers all over the United States for all kinds of buildings.

LALLY COLUMNS are the most fireproof building support made. Cheaper than Cast Iron or Steel, and can be procured in less than one-fourth the time.

LALLY COLUMNS
Are the latest thing in up-to-date Mill Construction

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND U.S. ARSENAL TESTS

LALLY COLUMN COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
The experience of that organization in the construction of Factories, Mills, Warehouses and other Industrial and Mercantile Buildings and Power Plants well equips us to serve architects and owners desirous of securing the best in construction. This experience covers all classes of construction with many repeat orders from some of the best people in New England.

This Company was incorporated in Massachusetts in 1910 as New England Concrete Construction Company and continued under this style until the demands upon it for brick and timber and other forms of construction, the growing undesirability of territorial and specialty names, together with suggestions of many friends, made it appear that a change was desirable and the present form was adopted. Our tools and equipment are of the best and latest and such as to enable us to handle efficiently and economically either large or small projects for those who are particular as to quality of the work desired. Our financial responsibility is equal to all requirements. Bank references if you want them. We solicit your inquiries. We are affiliated with Associated General Contractors of America, American Society of Civil Engineers, Master Builders Association of Boston, Building Trades Employers Association and Boston Chamber of Commerce, all by invitation.
Playful medallions in spirited color recently designed by

CHARLES J. CONNICK - BOSTON
BOSTON PUBLIC LATIN SCHOOL
McLAUGHLIN & BURR, Architects
BOSTON

EXAMPLE OF
MONSON-LUSTRE ROOFING SLATE

QUARRIED BY THE
GENERAL SLATE COMPANY

PRODUCER OF
MONSON-LUSTRE (MAINE) ROOFING SLATE
MONSON-LUSTRE SLATE TILE
FAIR HAVEN UNFADING GREEN, MOTTLED GREEN
AND PURPLE ROOFING SLATE
MONSON-LUSTRE FLOOR TILE
FAIR HAVEN TERRACE FLAGGING

SALES OFFICES
148 STATE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
RICHMOND 0018
Based on our "predicated experience," allow us to suggest, in plans for greenhouses you always provide for possible additions. In eight cases out of eleven the need arises. The side entrance as a feature of this single house, provides an admirable connection for a duplicate house as suggested on the plan.

For Three Quarters of a Century

Isn't wisdom largely predicated experience? The more the experience, then the greater the wisdom. With this in mind it seems entirely pardonable for us to stress at times our greenhouse experience covering close to three-quarters of a century. From Hell Gate to Golden Gate, the country over, are examples of our "predicated experience". Let us co-operate with you when you have a greenhouse problem.
NOT ONCE since gas was first used in Boston, back in 1823, has it ever failed. It is the one fuel you can always rely upon getting.

And it is Boston’s fuel because it answers the requirements of city life, providing a service that fits exactly with modern ideas of efficiency.

Gas is the ultimate fuel for all purposes and must eventually supplant all solid fuel in order to conserve the needed by-products which are lost when raw fuels are consumed.

New and better equipment to keep step with the steady advancement in greater uses of gas is constantly being supplied. And even in the product itself it is not unlikely improvements will develop from scientific research now under way.

Consider gas carefully in all your plans

Boston Consolidated Gas Co.
MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED BY

SEELEY & LAWSON
73 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

DAHLSTROM HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND TRIM COMPLETE THE FIREPROOF BUILDING

Hollow Metal Doors; Metal Frames; Adjustable Steel Partitions; Base, Picture and Wire Moulding; "Uni-tre" Metal Frames; Conduit-Base; Borrowed Light Units; Elevator Doors, Cabs and Enclosures

Manufactured from Brass, Bronze, Copper or Steel. Finished by our baked-on-enamel process or shipped in natural brass, bronze and copper colors.

HENRY HOPE & SONS
103 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK

Steel and Bronze Windows and Casements, Leaded Glazing,
Cast Lead Work, Bronze Hardware
Reliance Fireproof Door Co.

West and Milton Streets and Greenpoint Avenue

NEW YORK

Kalamet Iron and Bronze Covered

Doors, Windows and Trim

John Polachek, Bronze & Iron Co.

Distinctive Metal Work

476-494 Hancock St. & 575-591 Boulevard

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

Bronze Memorial Tablets

Signs and Letters

Wrought Iron Work, Lighting Fixtures

Brooklyn
SANITAS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Makers of

Highest Grade Plumbing Fixtures

JANE FRANCES BROWN PRIVATE PATIENTS PAVILION
RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL, PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Kendall, Taylor & Company, Architects

A Boston concern with its own manufacturing plant at Wakefield, Mass., and an experience of 40 years in making the highest grade of plumbing fixtures
Comparative Pipe Costs
Are Graphically Shown
In This New Booklet

Written primarily for the prospective home builder, "The Ultimate Cost" explains without technicalities why Reading Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe has a life two to three times that of steel. You as an architect will be interested in the valuable facts disclosed—particularly if you put yourself in the layman's place as you turn the pages.

We will gladly mail you a copy, and willingly discuss any piping proposition which you may be considering. Data on file at our office is at your free disposal, and our convenient location insures prompt personal service at all times.

READING IRON COMPANY
World's Largest Producers of Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe
161 Devonshire Street Boston, Mass.
G. Bronson Philhower, Jr., District Sales Manager

READING
GUARANTEED GENUINE
WROUGHT IRON PIPE

This
Ferrocraft Grille
Was Selected from
Half a Million Dollars Worth of Designs

In our pattern vaults are over half a million dollars locked up in Ferrocraft Grille patterns. From this collection, numbering many hundreds, we have chosen those especially designed by architects, and have added a number of adaptations of famed Old World subjects. All Ferrocraft Grilles are painstakingly hand-tooled by skilled metal crafters. Do not confuse these grilles with the usual foundry's ornamental cast iron work.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
Established 1846
2 West 45th Street, New York
Ferrocraft Metal Grilles
36 Portland Street
BOSTON
Representatives in
Principal Cities
1123-29 West 37th Street
CHICAGO
Architecture of the past, which has stood the test of time structurally as well as from an artistic point of view, is the basis of much that is best in modern architecture.

Many of the most beautiful buildings of the Italian Renaissance were executed in Terra Cotta.

Precedent and practical considerations authorize the sincere use of Terra Cotta today.

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company
350 Madison Avenue, New York

Represented by
Bay State Builders Supply Co.
50 Lansdowne Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Largest Manufacturers of Terra Cotta
in the World

On Request
Atlantic Terra Cotta (Monthly)
“Questions Answered” (Booklet)
Standard Specification
McDaniel Improved Steam Traps for Draining Steam Heating Work of Radiators or Coils, Kettles, Steam Tables and Dryers. Also made Extra Heavy for High Pressure Steam Lines.

**We Manufacture**

**Pressure Regulating Valves**

*for all purposes*

Steam, Water, Air and Gas

Pump Governors  Relief Valves  Ejectors and Suction Tees

**OUR** material is in successful use in many of the largest Power Plants in the country, Office Buildings, Hotels, Public Schools, Colleges, Railroad Shops, Paper Mills, Steel Works and other plants where regulation and saving of steam is a consideration.

Watson & McDaniel Company

*Established 1878*

146 North Seventh Street  Philadelphia, Pa.

---

**THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS**

**HIGH-GRADE PLUMBING FIXTURES**

*On and after January 1, 1924*

*Our Office and Showrooms will be located in our New Building*

90-94 Berkeley Street

**Boston : : Massachusetts**
THE EVIDENCE OF QUALITY

The quality of plumbing fixtures can best be judged by the character of the buildings in which they are installed. The Boston Chamber of Commerce Building, First National Bank Building, Old Colony Trust Co. Building, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Dormitories and other prominent buildings in and about Boston are being equipped with —

"Tepeco"

All-Clay Plumbing Fixtures

which bear the above trade mark.

This mark is a guarantee of quality. It is the mark by which The Trenton Potteries Company establish their identity, that those who use "Tepeco" Fixtures may be assured of the very best.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY

The World's Largest Makers of All-Clay Plumbing Fixtures

Boston Showrooms and Offices
9 Tremont Place, Off 6 Beacon Street
IN order that the latest information and developments in the field of electrical lighting may be freely available to the Architects of Greater Boston, the Illuminating Engineers of Edison Light cordially invite inquiries, at any time, on the subject of Illumination. There is no fee for this service, nor any obligation whatsoever.

The Illuminating Engineering Division

EDISON LIGHT

39 BOYLSTON ST. BEACH 3300

WORCESTER BOSTON NEW YORK

J. W. BISHOP CO.

BUILDERS

PROVIDENCE NEW BEDFORD BRIDGEPORT
American Tube Works
ESTABLISHED 1851
10 OLIVER STREET BOSTON, MASS.

Original and Largest Manufacturers in America of

SEAMLESS BRASS PIPE
FOR PLUMBING

Guaranteed for Hot or Cold Water. Each and every length of pipe is stamped
“A. T. W. BOSTON”
on each end, and bears our Green Trade Mark

WHEN SPECIFYING THIS PIPE PLEASE CALL FOR

“American Tube Works Brass Pipe”

We shall be pleased to furnish Architects upon application a complete set of our Architects’
Samples of Seamless Brass Pipe, Standard Iron Pipe Sizes, with weight per foot
stamped on each piece, and threaded with Standard Thread.
ADDS OLD-WORLD CHARM

THE soft, dull tones of old European tile roofs are admired by almost every traveler. Duplicate the pleasing effect of these rich, colorful roofs through the use of "ANCIENT" Tapered Mission Tile. It closely resembles the old hand-made product and is hard-burned to resist Northern climatic conditions.

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY
104 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
NEW YORK OFFICE: 505 Fifth Avenue

For DURABILITY
For PRESERVATIVE

Specify

DEXTER
Shingle Stains

DEXTER BROTHERS COMPANY
105 Broad Street, Boston
BOILERS and RADIATORS

STEAM — HOT WATER

For any heating requirement

THEY have been recognized as "without equal" for seventy-five years, embody every detail of construction to insure the utmost durability, efficiency and economy in operation and will continue to give you and your clients the greatest possible service

Catalog sent upon request

GURNEY HEATER MFG COMPANY.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
93-95 OLIVER STREET    FORT HILL SQUARE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Showrooms: New York, Philadelphia, Richmond
Just What "Frink" Stands For In The Lighting World

In case you too are under the impression that Frink is the name of a reflector this will set you straight.

Frink is the sign of a Service. A Service that develops and sells ideas for unusual methods of electric illuminating. A Service that sells results.

Incidentally we manufacture and deliver the equipment necessary to produce the results we sell.

Starting before the days of electric lighting, for over 66 years this Service has been developed through hundreds of thousands of contracts.

Frink Service reaches everywhere that electric lighting can be used. There is seldom a job too small for it to be economically employed. Certainly none is ever too large.

At any time one of us would be glad to explain our Service more in detail, or confer with you over any lighting problem you may have.

I. P. FRINK Inc.
New York City
Boston Office
161 Summer Street

LUXEBERRY WOOD FINISH
NOW MADE IN DULL

Three generations ago Berry Brothers' original Hard Oil was used by expert wood finishers everywhere for all fine interior work.

Those workmen of the old school knew quality and demanded it. As a result, specimens of their work, untouched these many years and in perfect condition still, are now and then to be found in an old mansion of yesterday.

Berry's original Hard Oil is now known as Luxeberry Wood Finish.

Dull Luxeberry enables present-day painters to attain superb deep-toned effects without rubbing. Likewise it permits architects to meet prevailing requirements for dull finishes without increasing labor costs or sacrificing quality.

What can be accomplished with the brush alone .... when Dull Luxeberry Wood Finish is used .... will amaze you if you are not already familiar with this remarkable finish.

Finished panels, samples and complete information sent on request

BERRY BROTHERS
Varnishes Enamels Stains
Detroit, Mich. Walkerville, Ont.
No. 60
SMITH SMOKELESS BOILER
With Oxygen Torch
For Burning High Volatile
Bituminous Coals

The No. 60 Smith Boiler with oxygen torch for burning all fuels marks a distinct scientific advance in boiler construction.

The main condition to be met in burning high volatile bituminous coals without producing smoke is a sufficient quantity of air for complete combustion of gases. Naturally the quantity of air necessary varies with the condition of the fire. In the No. 60 Smith Smokeless Boiler, air is admitted thru the oxygen torch. The controls are conveniently placed at the front of the boiler and observation apertures are provided so that the regulation may be certain and efficient.

The H. B. Smith Company
Sales Offices and Warehouses

BOSTON
640 Main St., Cambridge

NEW YORK
10 E. 39th Street

PHILADELPHIA
17th and Arch Sts.

CLEVELAND
1108 Webster Ave., S.E.

WESTFIELD, MASS.
Valves that Contribute to Good Plumbing and Heating

YOU will find Jenkins Valves the good, strong, well-made valves that you desire for good plumbing and heating. Each valve of every type is designed, made, tested, and guaranteed for the maximum service, not merely for the average. It has reserve strength to take care of the strains of expansion and contraction, and lifting and settling of piping. You’ll provide PERMANENCE if Jenkins “Diamond” Valves are specified.

JENKINS BROS.
524 Atlantic Avenue : Boston

Always marked with the "Diamond"

Jenkins Valves
SINCE 1864

SAMSON SPOT SASH CORD

Made of extra quality stock, carefully inspected and guaranteed free from all imperfections of braid or finish. Can be distinguished at a glance by our trade mark, the Colored Spots, used only with this quality.

By using Samson Spot Cord you can assure your clients of uninterrupted service for twenty-five years or more. You will also protect them from the annoyance and expense of breaking cords, which will quickly begin if they use ordinary roughly braided cord. Common sash cord frequently contains a loaded centre or core, put in to increase the weight and the price per foot. This construction makes the cord wear out very quickly in running over the pulleys.

The difference in cost between Spot Cord and the cheapest kind is small in comparison with the expense of replacing one broken cord.

SEND FOR SAMPLE CARD

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, Boston, Mass.

Cabot's Creosote Shingle Stains
The original shingle stains, and the standard for forty years. The richest, strongest and most durable colors and genuine creosote, "the best wood preservative known."

Cabot's Old Virginia White
For Wood, Brick, Stucco or Stone.
The clean, brilliant "whitewash white" effect of Old Virginia White has real distinction. As bright as new whitewash and as durable as paint, but does not look "painty."

Cabot's Old Virginia Tints
The Old Virginia White tinted in a great variety of delicate shades, which are almost like pastels in quality.

Cabot's Double-White
For all work where a heavier coating than Old Virginia White is wanted. Whiter than white paint and two coats equal to three of white lead.

Cabot's Waterproof Stucco and Brick Stains
For staining and rain proofing cement and brickwork. Go twice as far as heavy coatings, cost less and cannot crack or peel.

Cabot's Insulating and Deadening Quilt
Makes houses warmer in Winter and cooler in Summer. Saves its cost many times over in reducing fuel bills. Deadens sound in floors and partitions.

Full Information on Request

Samuel Cabot, Inc., Manufacturing Chemists Boston
342 Madison Avenue, New York 21 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago

Stucco tinted with Old Virginia Tints
Elmer Grey, Architect, Los Angeles.
PAUL J. WEBER

Photographer of
Architecture
Interiors
Gardens

Photographer to The Architectural
Forum and many Architects in
Boston, New York and New England

TOWN HALL, KENNEBUNK, ME.
J. D. Leland & Company, Architect
Photograph by Paul J. Weber

405 Washington Street, Dorchester, Boston, Mass.
Tel. Dorchester 1003
When Roger Babson invests in warmth

THOUSANDS of discerning investors have profited by Roger Babson’s business reports and financial service. Recently Mr. Babson made an investment on his own account, and these paragraphs are from his letter concerning it:

"The TYPE A Boiler installed in my residence is what you call it—a 'Heat Machine'," he writes. "During the coldest weather we attend to it only twice a day and at times it can be left sixteen hours without attention.

"My experience with the regular type of boiler in my old residence leads me to believe that the Type A is fully 20% more economical."

Mr. Babson often advises his clients to "take a loss" by selling a bad investment, and put the money into a security with assured earning power. May we suggest that this same advice might well be given to clients who are more impressed with economy in the initial cost of their heating plant than economy in fuel consumption?

For the IDEAL TYPE A HEAT MACHINE is a lifetime investment. Its unique construction assures a saving of from 20% to 33 1/3% in fuel.

In a few years the initial cost is paid back, and thereafter it continues to pay a dividend each year that can never be passed.

To every Architect and Heating Engineer who has not full specifications, sizes, performance and construction details of the IDEAL TYPE A in file, we offer a complete book describing them. Your name on your letterhead sent to either address below will bring it at once.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY

Ideal Boilers and American Radiators for every heating need

129-131 Federal Street

Boston, Mass.